SPECIAL TRIBUTE
TO
MAVERICK SENATOR JOHN S. MCCAIN lll
(On behalf of Immigrants from so-called “Shithole Countries”

This tribute was prompted on Monday, August 27, 2018, after it was reported that the flag that the Maverick
Senator, John McCain, so faithfully served with honor was no longer flying half-mast in respect of his
mourning at the WH. Before his call to higher duty in Heaven, the Maverick Senator must have known that
he helped created, inspired and left behind several mavericks. I happen to be one that migrated from one of
the so-called “Shithole Countries”. So, I stand on behalf of fellow immigrants from these so-called
“Shithole Countries” to join peoples and nations that are flying their flags half-mast in honor of this great
man, our global HERO.
Senator, you lived dignified not only for your own country but for others in faraway parts of the world places where you voiced out and acted against human right abuses and corruptions without fear, favor or
political correctness. Generally, you stood firm with honor and responded positively to challenges thrown
at you.
History will count you amongst men with extraordinary character and biography. Indeed, you are a true
candle of American values - values that are slowing fading away today in this weird era. You were so much
of a straight talker that you would not follow suits, outside of moral principles and judgement. I trust that
your legacy will encourage and challenge wise minds everywhere to invest their ballots on moral principles
and judgements rather than following tribal political suits, and politicians too would stand for bipartisanism
where it counts most.
For those who reads this special tribute to a true hero, written by a humble immigrant from one of the socalled “Shithole countries”, and finds it flattery or otherwise a tribute for personal favor, let me first of all
say that I have never met the man in person, but only learned about him as most people from heroic records
he left behind and the policies he fought for and championed at home and abroad. Personally, for me, I was
stunned at his many on-the-spot correction and rebuke of false claimants from his own party against his
opponent, President Obama, during the 2012 presidential campaign and most especially I was moved by
his courageous and decisive THUMP’S DOWN

to defeat the senseless repealing and replacement

of the Affordable Care Act.
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He may have had his own flaws because no one on earth is perfect but I can vouch for what this principled
Senator WAS NOT so that skeptics or foes who wants people to believed otherwise can judge for
themselves:
1. Senator John McCain DID NOT falsely claim coveted 1-Y medical deferment when it was time to
be drafted to serve the US army. Like his father and grandfather, he bravely stood up to the test and
came out heroic.

2. Senator John McCain NEVER looked down on people; despising, mocking, demeaning them
because they simply disagree with him on some issues, and he NEVER once classified immigrants
in derogatory manner or referring their countries of origin as “shithole countries”.

3. Senator John McCain was NEVER vainglorious, arrogant or bombastic despite his famous family
background, his extraordinary services to country and personal achievements.

4. Senator John McCain was NEVER a creep, he DID NOT go about creeping on ladies in their
dressing rooms to see their nakedness and he NEVER went around kissing and grabbing women
genital parts at will and bragged about it.

5. Senator John McCain was NEVER a liar, he did not tell lies many times a day on almost every
issue like only a pathological liar will.

6. Senator John McCain NEVER connived, conspired or colluded with extrinsic criminal hackers or
employed roguish foreign forces to steal political opponents’ records, used them as weapons for
rigging United States presidential election.

7. Senator John McCain NEVER used campaign funds to pay off porn stars or involved in all sort of
extramarital affairs with multiple women at home and abroad, and then lie repeatedly about it to
coverup and fool the American people before, during and after a presidential run for office.

8. Senator John McCain, as presidential candidate, DID NOT conceal his tax returns or refused to
honor the long-standing tradition allowing candidates to publicly present and display multiple tax
returns – a disclosure that helps voters to get to know potential leaders better, beforehand to help
them make educated voting decisions. The senator DID NOT use lies and deceits as pretext to fool
voters about undergoing years of tax audit for which his tax returns cannot be publicly disclosed in
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compliance. (It should be noted with regret that any candidate whose tax returns are being audited
year-round for 5 to 10 years consistently without completion of a single tax year audit, speaks
volumes about the problematic nature of that candidate’s personal internal control and
accountability system, which posed and left serious honesty and integrity questions unanswered
about their ability to lead).

9. Senator John McCain NEVER ran a criminal enterprise and indeed there was NOT a single trace
of gangsterism, tax evasions, money laundering, wire fraud, falsifications, etc. in his tax returns
before, during and after his double runs for the highest office.

10. Senator John McCain NEVER borrowed hundreds of millions of dollars from American banks
only to end up filing for multiple bankruptcies to avoid repayment of these loans including
payments to contractors and vendors caught in the dragnet, then bragged about being a successful
businessman and proudly calling himself “the King of debt”.

11. Senator John McCain NEVER stiffed contractors/vendors or employed undocumented immigrants
and threatened to engineer their deportation from the country if they press on for payments.

12. Senator John McCain NEVER had hundreds of criminal and civil law suits filed against him.
13. Senator John McCain NEVER called women names, like “dog”, “pig” etc., nor refer to a woman
on national TV that he “could see blood coming out of her nose, ear and wherever” (apparently
referring to female menstruation cycle).

14. Senator John McCain NEVER called Mexicans rapists, druggists etc., or speaking of banning
Muslims and refugees from coming into the country in violation and contrary to international
institutional laws and conventions.
15. Senator John McCain DID NOT maliciously fabricate lies about America’s first sitting black
president birthplace and made this lie a stepping stone to mount cheap but crooked political debut.

16. Senator McCain DID NOT tell lies about Muslim people jubilating in NJ during the 911 tragedy
or claiming to have friends as victims of the tragedy.
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17. Senator McCain DID NOT proclaim his pleasure and praises in favor of the 2008 economic
recession that left tens of thousands of Americans losing their homes, as a good thing for him to
make money at their expense. (Ironically, it was the first sitting black president who inherited and
fixed that recession and set a strong pace for economic recovery that stretches throughout America
and the world today).

18. Senator John McCain DID NOT contract fixer-lawyers solely for purpose of fixing dirty deeds;
covering up and burying dirty, illegal and immoral deeds so that his wife and the public don’t get
to know before, during and after presidential elections.
19. Senator John McCain DID NOT run his presidential campaign as a mob. The Maverick’s
presidential campaign was NEVER under investigation for various violations and crimes against
the United States, and his campaign manager and other inner circle team members are NOT either
convicted felons or indicted for these and other crimes.

20. Senator John McCain NEVER denigrated governmental and democratic institutions or drag global
institutions into the mud or created wedges that divide the nation between his base and the rest,
including the news media hatefully referred to as “enemies of the people”.

21. The Maverick Senator DID NOT employ divisive strategies to empower, embolden and promote
white supremacy and other racial advancements, dragging the country dangerously backward, and
indeed the Maverick Senator DID NOT employ and use the strategy of tweeter distraction to divert
public attentions from episode to another daily.
22. Last but not the least, let me vouch that the Maverick Senator was NEVER a ‘double or triple pawn
situation’ on the ‘h file’ on the chessboard of life, he was a fierce queen (the most powerful peace
on the chessboard) who led his squad into a Novotny Interference – a classic checkmate! He lived
a noble life with honor that will go down in history to be remembered a HERO, for meriting heroism
does not come by being captured or not, but how you navigate your way out selflessly to survive,
helping others along the way and coming out of captivity after five and half years surely earned the
Maverick a WAR HERO.
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Frankly, for these truths listed above and for more truth or false that remain to be said, there is just no
comparison for all the good that the Senator stood and fought for to making this world a better place. Hence
this special tribute to a man who deserve better from his own WH.
Senator John McCain, you came into this world, lived life with honesty and served the world with integrity
and honor. We have learnt from you and some of us pledged to carry on the good fight as you though us
how to.
On behalf of all immigrants from so-called “shithole countries” I join people worldwide who lift their hats
off in your honor, nations that fly flags at half-mast in your honor and I say, in your own rights and ways,
you showed the world how to live life fearlessly and impartially with grace. Farewell our HERO!

John Davies
Author of ‘Dysfunctional One’
www.dysfunctionalone.net
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